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What is QUANTOR?
Quantor is a blockchain-powered ecosystem that emerged as a response to a fundamental shift in
investment industry: brings together tech savvy developers and researchers with PhD students from
research institutions to develope cutting edge trading solutions - trading algorithms for managing
investors capital.
What problems does Quantor platform solve?
Algorithmic trading today is an effective and automated approach in investing. The problem is a lack
of information and inappropriate usage of such solutions by unexperienced investors. The solution is
to make a marketplace where investors who does not have special knowledge in algorithmic trading
can use innovative ready-to-use investment algorithms made by top experts on the platform.
Do you have a prototype - MVP?
At this moment, the educational platform (quantor.co) works successfully, providing access to online
courses of quantitative finance. The project is included in the program of support for start-ups of
Amazon Activate. Alpha version of the platform (alpha.quantor.co) for testing and creating trading
algorithms is ready. A team of well-known advisors in algorithmic trading was formed from Europe
and Asia. The integration of blockchain technology to ecosystem is in progress.
What for does Quantor use blockchain?
The blockchain technology is used to store trading algoritms' performance in Ethereum blockcain to
make it 100% transparent. The results of all stages of developing trading algorithms will be available
in blockchain for external investor' audit. The backgound of developer, professional certificates he
accomplished will be also available for review in blockchain before an investor make decision what
algorithm he wants to invest in. Smart-contracts will be used to automate relationship and interaction
between investors and developers-quants.
What is a QNT token and what is it for?
Holders of QNT tokens will receive an access to various services on the platform, depending on the
number of tokens they own. The more profitable trading algorithms on the platform, the more QNT
tokens will required in order to invest in particular algorithm. QNT token will be the mean of exchange
in the Quantor ecosystem, providing experts, quants, and investors a wide range of opportunities to
interact and collaborate to each other.
What is a Trading Algorithm (Bot)?
Algorithmic trading is a method of executing orders on financial markets by using automated preprogrammed trading algorithms in order to generate profits.Trading algorithms are created by
developers and used for analyzing financial data and executing orders according to defined
instructions in trading strategy.
How can I purchase QNT token?
You need to open an account on Quantor platform, pass KYC verification, and deposit ETH to your
account in order to purchase QNT tokens. You can follow instructions once you registered and
logged into your account.
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What is the token price?
The initial value of one QNT token without discounts is $0.01. Cost of the QNT token on the 1st Round
of pre-sale period with a discount of 35% is $0.0065.
Is there any minimum in my investment?
Depending on the round of pre-sale, user can purchase minimum amount of tokens with discount on
corresponding round of pre-sale.The minimum amount varies on Ethereum current price at the
moment of purchuse. The minimum amount in US Dollars on the 1st Round of pre-sale: $503.75
Is there minimum amount of tokens to buy?
Minimum amount of QNT tokens for purchase is 77,500 during Pre-sale Round 1;
Minimum amount of QNT tokens for purchase is 62,500 during Pre-sale Round 2;
Can I buy Quantor token with fiat or other cryptocurrencies?
You able to buy Quant token (QNT) on pre-sale with ETH only.
What wallet can I use to contribute?
Any ERC20 standard supporting wallet. Do NOT contribute from an exchange wallet.

